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Part 2 of a Series

The Managed Retreat Loophole  
How Mayor Worden Signed Over Control of $1.5 Billion of Del Mar Homes  

to California Coastal Commission (CCC) in October 2017 & March 2018
If our City Council was truly listening, why did it take 3+ years with homeowners having to spend 
hundreds of hours and hundreds of thousands of dollars in fighting Mayor Worden and our City on 
Managed Retreat? Protecting fundamental property rights is a homeowners’ full-time job in Del Mar, it 
should not be that way and it hasn’t gone unnoticed.
San Diego Union Tribute October 3, 2018

 Many residents, and their attorneys, have argued vehemently  
during numerous public meetings over the past three years that the city should not include 

managed retreat in its sea-level-rise adaptation plan. 

The UT also highlights an open loophole whereby Managed Retreat can sneak its way back in:

 We agree that future assessment of additional adaptation strategies will be warranted  
when new or amplified coastal hazards are realized. 

 In anticipation of these future changes, we do think the City should be establishing 
thresholds or triggers for when reassessment will occur,  Buhr (from CCC) states.

We addressed Sea Level Rise in our April, 2018 issue (http://www.forwarddelmar.com/s/Woodpecker_
spotlight_2018-04.pdf) but feel compelled to address it again.  
After 3+ years of challenging the set path, Managed Retreat is not part of Del Mar’s Sea Level Rise 
Plan. The next battle homeowners faced was how Del Mar adopted the Sea Level Rise Plan. The 
majority wanted it to sit within our Community Plan where it could stay out of the reach of the CCC. 
Mayor Worden and our City Council instead voted on October 1 to include it in our Local Coastal 
Program(LCP). This vote went against the recommendation of our STAC committee and many citizens 
who spoke up. https://delmar.12milesout.com/video/meeting/26f28c3c-dcaf-4731-bf00-51d08885288b (Item 12)

A refresher on 2 key issues.
 � Issue #1: Should our Sea Level Rise Plan include Managed Retreat as a strategy to deal with 

sea level rise? Managed Retreat = eliminating seawalls and allowing the flooding of 600 sea 
level homes and removal of 80 bluff top homes due to bluff instability when sea levels reach a 
designated height. 

 � Issue #2: How should the City adopt the Sea Level Rise Plan?  There are 2 ways: 1) Amend our 
Community Plan (expressly allowed by state law); 2) Amend our Local Coastal Program and get 
the required approval of the California Coastal Commission (“CCC”).
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The following events shaped where we are today, the good, the bad and the unthinkable:

1. Mayor Worden guided the City to accept the initial $100,000 grant from the CCC on October 
30, 2017. 

Receiving money is normally good news.  But the bad news (and this is important) is that the CCC 
grant had a “string” – the grant terms required the City to include Managed Retreat as a strategy in 
the City Sea Level Rise Plan. http://www.forwarddelmar.com/s/2017-10-30-LCP-14-13-A4-Agreement.pdf

 The City of Del Mar Local Coastal Program Amendment (LCPA) will develop and 
incorporate retreat, protection, and accommodation strategies  

into its certified LCP (Local Coastal Program) 
CCC Grant Contract

Since the CCC grant requires Managed Retreat, the sellout was complete - the City had voluntarily 
sold its soul to the CCC for $100,000. As an expert on coastal law and a former CCC Commissioner, 
Mayor Worden likely knew but was silent regarding the disastrous impact of including Managed 
Retreat in any Sea Level Rise Plan when he voted to accept the grant. 

2. Mayor Worden guided the City to accept a second grant from the CCC for $211,220 on March 
5, 2018.

Again, receiving money is normally good news. The bad news is the grant had another “string”. 
The grant terms required the City to adopt the Sea Level Rise Plan via a Local Coastal Program 
Amendment (“LCP Amendment”) that had to be approved by the CCC. http://www.forwarddelmar.
com/s/2018-02-05-LCP-16-13-A1-Agreement.pdf

 The City… will prepare draft amendments to the Del Mar LCP  
including an Adaptation Plan (Sea Level Rise Plan)…   

 Following (City Council) adoption the City will submit the LCPA  
to CCC for review and certification  

CCC Grant Contract

The City’s fate on how to adopt the Sea Level Rise Plan was also sealed. Since the CCC had to 
approve the LCP Amendment, the CCC could effectively reject any Sea Level Rise Plan proposed 
by the City without Managed Retreat.  According to the October 3, 2018 SD UT article “No date has 
been set for the Coastal Commission to consider Del Mar’s proposed (LCP) amendment.”

3. The grant required the STAC committee to be comprised of “stakeholders” in sea level rise 
issues. 

Mayor Worden supported the following appointments:

 � Surfrider Foundation which has a stated focus of “…opposing shoreline structures …” Mayor 
Worden is a Founding Advisory Board Member, National Board Member and Lifetime Member.

 � California Coastal Commission which had already shown its position on Managed Retreat in the 
grant contracts.  Mayor Worden was a former CCC commissioner.  

4. Mayor Worden, as the City Council liaison, supported the original 2016 draft Sea Level Rise 
Plan. That original Plan included Managed Retreat concepts as the set path. 

Fortunately, word got out about this plan, citizens mobilized, and the STAC committee was re-
organized with the addition of more local resident members. After extensive study, research, expert 
and citizen input, the new STAC committee concluded Managed Retreat is not scientifically sound 
and reversed the original plan by voting 7-0-1 on January 25, 2018 to intentionally exclude Managed 
Retreat from the Sea Level Rise Plan. The efforts of the new STAC committee thought they had 
convinced Mayor Worden of the obvious - Managed Retreat does not work.

http://www.forwarddelmar.com/s/2017-10-30-LCP-14-13-A4-Agreement.pdf
http://www.forwarddelmar.com/s/2018-02-05-LCP-16-13-A1-Agreement.pdf
http://www.forwarddelmar.com/s/2018-02-05-LCP-16-13-A1-Agreement.pdf
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The Planning Commission agreed with STAC. Now, Mayor Worden ran out of sound logic to support 
Managed Retreat and appeared to publicly agree on its removal. But he kept going. Note: The City 
did accept the 2nd grant after STAC and Planning Commission voted on and rejected Managed 
Retreat.

5. Mayor Worden “re-writing” key portions of the new STAC (and Planning Commission) ap-
proved Sea Level Rise Plan 2 days before it went to the City Council.

Over the objections of STAC members, Mayor Worden “re-wrote” key portions of Sea Level Rise 
Plan after the Plan had been approved by STAC and the Planning Commission (approved February 
13, 2018). Changes include deleting critical sentences that make it clear Managed Retreat was 
intentionally excluded as well as inserting a “loophole” sentence that Managed Retreat would be 
considered if other Sea Level Rise strategies are considered “unfeasible”. At the City Council meeting 
April 16th, STAC members and numerous citizens protested these changes. City Councilmembers 
noted that citizens have a “lack of trust” on this issue. Fortunately, the City Council got the message 
and rejected Mayor Worden’s changes. https://delmar.12milesout.com/video/meeting/4a47ceed-d67a-
4e9e-a0ec-47066a5f093c (Item 6 1:56.54)

6. Mayor Worden voting to adopt the Sea Level Rise Plan via a Local Coastal Program 
Amendment. 

At the October 1, 2018 City Council meeting, City Staff indicated Managed Retreat is out of the Sea 
Level Rise Plan and the Local Coastal Program Amendment (“LCP Amendment”). Good news for 
citizens who have fought this battle for 3 ½ years. However, the battle was not over. Citizens were 
still opposed to the City adopting the Sea Level Rise Plan via the LCP Amendment path noting the 
following:

 � STAC had previously rejected the LCP Amendment path (motion failed for lack of a 2nd) and 
voted in favor of amending the Community Plan path (7-0-1);

 � LCP Amendment path is bad for our City because it will open a Pandora’s Box.  By going the 
LCP Amendment path (which requires the CCC to approve the LCP Amendment) the CCC will 
now control the City regarding strategies for dealing with sea level rise. Since the CCC has gone 
on record several times strongly favoring Managed Retreat, the CCC has the right to use its 
power to force Managed Retreat on the City.

 � Experienced coastal land use attorneys warned the City against taking this path because the 
CCC will use the LCP Amendment to gain more power against the City.  The transfer of power to 
the CCC will ultimately result in the CCC forcing the City to make a choice: a) accept Managed 
Retreat; or b) face consequences from the CCC which may include the CCC acting unfavorably 
on future City and/or citizen requests. 

But this strong opposition to the LCP Amendment path was to no avail. The City Council voted 3-1 
(Druker against and Sinnott absent) to adopt the Sea Level Rise Plan via the LCP Amendment path.
So why would Mayor Worden (along with Councilmembers Haviland and Parks) go the LCP 
Amendment path? Well remember that $211,220 grant Mayor Worden and the City Council accepted? 
That grant requires the City to go the LCP Amendment path and obtain CCC approval. As the City 
Attorney stated in an August 5, 2018 memo “an LCP amendment is legally required by the Grants.” 
http://www.delmar.ca.us/DocumentCenter/View/3685/Final-SLR-Adaptation-Plan-analysis-for-STAC

To be very clear: 
Mayor Worden and the City Council sold the control of $1.5 Billion of our homes  

to the CCC for $311,220. The CCC now has the leverage to pressure the City  
to accept Managed Retreat.

Mayor Worden could have guided the City to return the CCC grant monies to release Del Mar from 
these devastating obligations. To our knowledge, no such release efforts were made by Mayor 
Worden. 

https://delmar.12milesout.com/video/meeting/4a47ceed-d67a-4e9e-a0ec-47066a5f093c
https://delmar.12milesout.com/video/meeting/4a47ceed-d67a-4e9e-a0ec-47066a5f093c
http://www.delmar.ca.us/DocumentCenter/View/3685/Final-SLR-Adaptation-Plan-analysis-for-STAC
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Opinion - Why Does All This Matter?
Our City Council needs to honor what citizens want and not take actions that negatively impact our 
homes, our way of life, our rights and our children’s’ future. We should be able to trust our City Council 
and not have to constantly monitor their actions that are an assault to our well-being. It should not be 
that way. 

Your vote does matter!!

 � Who is behind The Woodpecker and why are you anonymous?
We maintain a low profile because what is important is the message – not the messenger. We 
try and be factual and objective such that it really doesn’t matter who the people are behind the 
article.  We provide links to important events that subject matter issues are based on; we want 
you to click away and explore your own opinion. Well it’s no secret that a small flock of people 
have influenced our town for years and like to keep it that way. They are not fans of a broad 
spectrum of perspectives. We run into these people every day in our small town, so let’s just say 
life is better for everyone if there are less labels. Fair warning - if we drift into opinion-land, we will 
let you know.

Editorial Staff, Volunteers of MDF

Give us your feedback at info@forwarddelmar.com
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